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ANCC FNP We wanted to write an assessment that could help NP learners/graduates which are
in the positioning that I was some time ago. Those questions will make a big difference in your
pass/fail success on the examination. AANP vs. This is a good use for her book and you will
take advantage of the purchase, simply don't rely on her answers or rationales. I put lots of
believed into which table exam I needed to take and why. BROWN: That is a book totally
practice questions.! I've several reasons. Within my conference, many people were turned off by
the new questions that were appearing on the 2014 ANCC exam.Upgrade (April 2015): We
contacted her with an example of among the many errors and after the second email, she finally
answered and said, "The error will be corrected on another publishing. There were several on the
test, but avoid being overly worried about this, it all works out in the end.2. Just how long do you
plan the examination? There is absolutely no right or wrong answer to this. Typically, I sensed
that my co-workers studied for ~8 weeks. I, personally, studied for 4 weeks only mainly because
that I was going right through many life changes within my research period (e.g., offering my
home, moving out of state, working FT, looking for a new jobs, etc.). I tried to review 2 hours/day,
with 1 study-free day time. I do need to say that I felt overly prepared during the test and that
85% of what I studied was not even on the exam!!s right through and (c) get scores that were like
the real test. LEIK: I must say that was the BEST, most HELPFUL book that I purchased for my
studies. I described it as my study 'bible.' I go through the complete book, front to back again,
highlighting things that were important. Things that I loved about this book: it goes through
plenty of "REAL LIFE" information through the first chapter. It gives you MANY inside
Suggestions throughout the book. It is very easy to browse. I came across the pharmacology
section helpful.4. Lastly, I found the queries in the trunk (1,284 total-I did all of them!) to be very
reasonable and useful. Although, not so extensive, this publication had the very best
professional problems review. A Meeting: I recommend attending the Fitzgerald conference
LIVE. FNP Secrets Study Guide: Don't waste materials your money. HIGHLY recommend this
book for AANP Board examination I passed my boards last week (AANP -FNP) and I would
HIGHLY recommend this book. Really worth the $$. It comes with a review manual that is also a
must-have! While it did possess a decent sized section on nonclinical issues, I did so not find it
general to be very useful. BARKLEY AUDIO CDS: Audio CDs were essential for me b/c I
commute 2-3hrs/day. The Barkley CDs had been really good and kept my curiosity
throughout.6. HOLLIER: I would recommend this as a publication for solely practice questions.
The questions aren't overly hard and an excellent starting place. The book is laid out to enable
you to do 5 ? Tons of information Very helpful in studying for certification. I rented to 2009
version from my library. Renting front a library is an excellent idea, nevertheless, you can't write
in them needless to say!7. FamlyNPrep.com: I purchased 10 practice exams from here. I ended
up not being able to take all 10. I would suggest buying 5, but however they only come in
packages of 1 1, 10, 20. As the questions were just ok from right here, I liked having the ability to
(a) do practice tests on the computer (b) practice doing 200 ?3.8. My responses are about the
AANP test. The questions, although some details was duplicate from the meeting, were fairly
helpful.9. I ended up choosing ANCC-FNP for the primary reason that I feel nursing, in general,
encompasses many different areas other than just medication, including ethics, legal, tradition,
theories, etc. The books help because There are always little factors that you skipped in class or
don't understand that they assist you to understand and research. This really helped me with
some of the more unusual questions. I am able to utilize the review program as my 1st year's
CEUs instead.We ALSO did the Amelie Hollier sound review, which was absolutely fantastic and
I would HIGHLY recommend it.10. It was extremely helpful, by no means a dull moment.5. Know



Polymyalgia, arthritica, know pulses paradoxicus, etc. Failing was not an option to me. I came
across Hollier to become the best, and there have been several similar questions on the boards
as in her book.com. In case you are acquiring the ANCC, think culture, culture, lifestyle!Here are
a few blogs/posts that I came across helpful:http://nursemelissaanne.com/2013/10/02/passed-
the-ancc-fnp-exam-on-the-first-try/http://jessicafarrone. Now I could use the Barkley program
for CEUs rather than test prep, better bang for my buck.I want that I had realized that there is an
app with the query obtainable in th rap store. Good luck to all or any who are learning for the
examinations!com/student-nurse-practitioner/ancc-fnp-exam-906446.html Updated 6-6-15,
after passing AANP FNP test. The answers in the back of the reserve give great explanations for
the answers as well... If you know them very well (not just the answers however they rationale
and paths phys behind the issue), say get over 95% right! I would recommend using the app
Brainscape (it's free) for the flash cards. FITZGERALD book: I also bought the Fitzgerald
publication and wouldn't normally recommend reading this book front to back again, like LEIK. I
sensed like this book made me even more confused and less confident after reading it,
although some queries were mildly useful.com/1/post/2010/12/preparing-for-graduation-and-
the-np-exam. I must have got skipped over that component. I am reviewing the next edition of
the Codina Liek publication. There are still too many mistakes, it creates me question every
single rationale that she gives. Maybe that is a good point since I do additional research but I am
nearly afraid to finish her queries (I've done about 300 of them up to now) because I am scared
that I'll incorporate incorrect information rather than learning it right. That is her second edition
so she really should have it polished up by now. I bought this because of the less expensive but
it is not really a bargain if I learn incorrect info. I really do not have the time to research every
question from resources beyond the book, that's why I purchased the book to begin with! If
she'd at least post corrected queries, answers or rationales (like Hollier does) after that this book
will be worthwhile. I really do not brain correcting the info. But there's just so many things that I
have caught that are completely incorrect, not just a typo (for instance, she has a issue about
emancipated minors, and the solution says a 14 year old with a child is emancipated. Incorrect,
that parent can give permission for techniques on her child, however, not for herself because
she is still a. Also, she still includes a question with the correct response as SCC as the utmost
common skin malignancy when plus its BCC). GOOD LUCK!1." By the time the next edition is
out, I should already be a NP so this is no help me! By this I am talking about the questions
which have 3 correct answers, images, and matching. Should you have already ready with other
reviews and/or books, that is a supplement but do not rely upon it for your final preparation.
She's a website on her behalf review classes where she could easily post corrections but I guess
it is an excessive amount of work for her to correct her flawed publication! Certainly she takes
less satisfaction in her function (and her reputation) than most NPs and nurses that I
understand (I have also corrected this review because my created review speaks to who I am).
Predicated on her response and the countless errors I can only give this publication 2-3 stars. I
have now completed her book in its entirety and found the error rate to end up being consistent
through. She has also failed to update the information and questions to the newer
recommendations (the ones that were currently out as of the publication date of 2013). I began
on paper and after that moved to the app which s very useful. She covered some topics that
were not covered in the other two books. Purchase this reserve and question each and every
rationale - become familiar with a lot, not from her documentation, but from your own studies,
and you may integrate the correct information into your knowledge base. ANCC? I intend to
update this review after I take boards predicated on my impressions then. I plan to consider the



AANP boards in past due June after finishing the Barkley review training course.Update
(6-6-2015): We took my AANP FNP boards today and approved, first try. I have not really used
the Barkley review however, that is next week. There are many questions about surgeries which
aren't covered somewhere else, and quite frankly are not applicable! I used this reserve
(researching any answers that were questionable and correcting the reserve), Holliers book, and
Fitgerald Review reserve. Fitzgerald: I think her questions were minimal helpful to me. I am a
visual learner so I experienced that the books had been more helpful than the CDS. Here are my
thoughts. In summary, the recourses that helped me probably the most were: LEIK, Fitz meeting,
Barkley audio cds (if you are auditory learner), Hollier, and FamilyNPrep. The "fresh" guideline
offers been out for 3 years right now, 2 years after this book was published so it is not "new"
that it should not need been corrected right here and is most probably to be included in the
board questions. I went through each and every question at least 2 times, marking down what I
acquired wrong every time and which queries I guessed on. Five Stars Up to now this book is
working out well for case studies and studying purpose. I did not only memorize the question, I
researched what I acquired believed was right and just why I acquired it wrong so that I
understood the rationale and the background for the issue. And I carried these flash cards
around to prep. I understood that I had not been the only person who thought this. It is a great
app! The few days before the exam, I experienced and answered any queries that I got guessed
on or got incorrect (instead of answering all 1200 of them, I focused on those that I had
questions about). Codina-Liek: there were some similar queries on the test. Look at her
"examination tips" and be sure to examine them, they were useful.As you can see, I utilized
many different resources to study for this 'dreaded' check. I did observe these on the test. Be
sure you research and modification the wrong answers or rationales. Maybe that helped relieve
a few of my anxiety. Following the third period through, I was at 95% correct, and nearly 98% on
the types I did the fourth time. It did help me prep, once I corrected the answers. I also paid
attention to the 2014 Fitzgerald tapes and the 2014 Barkley tapes. It m not a good test taker but I
did so well. It is possible to download her app (APEA app) and pay attention to the audio on the
go - that i did in the car and at the fitness center and found it extremely helpful.Still way too
many errors, and no website for corrections We am hoping that this review will help others who
are studying for the FNP examinations. For example, she still has a question about performing a
pap at age 20, when the new guidelines clearly declare that a pap isn't necessary until age 21.
You make your very own questions out, then reply them. You mark them from 1-5, based on how
you knew the answer with 5 as mastery. That may sound a bit elitist but that is how Personally i
think, I am more than a nurse, I want to linked myself with the AANP, not really the ANA. I
QUICKLY answered the questions for the 3rd time and found that my passing rate was about
95% for the queries. I felt that these three books did help me get ready for the exam. I want I
experienced bought this reserve the last semester of NP school so I could have prepared a little
bit in advance, or at least have a great reference that answered all my test questions before
hand. Well, these books offer about 3200 so it is a good start.. you then are well prepared for the
test.! I experienced them onetime, got about 80-85% correct. There have been overly challenging
and towards the finish of my learning I was just getting 50-60% correct, which starting to make
me concerned. I felt so well prepped for the test that I required it ever before I attended the
Barkley review program.weebly. There are 642 practice questions at the end of the book which
were VERY helpful. I did the same process with her questions, reviewed them 2 times, did
analysis on what I missed or had questions about, and produced flash cards.Why did I take the
AANP exam? medicine realm.1. I don't test well of touchy feely questions, and the AANP can be



even more clinically related.2. Codina Leik and discovered that was very useful for doing practice
queries on the run (most of them had been the same questions as the types found in the back
of the Leik reserve) - but when I couldn't consider the reserve with me, or I was on the home
treadmill at the fitness center, the app was very helpful. I wanted to spotlight clinical
component.3. I wish to be associated with a sophisticated practice nursing company, not really a
nursing organization. The lower marked queries appear more often so you review them more.4.
Both testing are hard but the pass price is normally higher for the AANP exam. However, the
book is a must buy for the exam I examine it and required the exam and pass after been out of
college for over a year and half Five Stars Helpful Five Stars Wonderful contributed to my
studies Five Stars This was the most ideal for my AANP exam! The AANP exam clearly
delineates what you to review better that the ANA examination. This helped me to spotlight that
which was really more important.Hopefully these thoughts can help you.htmlhttp://allnurses. It
had been a 3-day meeting. Leik organizes this content beautifully, it is certainly divided easily
and continues it simple. I love how she's test taking ideas and all the details you should know
about the ANCC and AANP examinations in the beginning of the reserve - that was SO useful.
They state that you have to review about 5000 questions to adequately plan the examination. I
figured I experienced nothing to loose, if I had failed the examination I'd take the review course
as my remedial program before retaking the test..I also downloaded the Family Nurse
Practitioner App affiliated with Maria T. I wanted to focus on clinical components rather than
add the additional 23% of questions of research, ethics, etc.For evaluation, I also bought the
Fitzgerald reserve. I have updated this many times, examine through for all your updates. I found
the Leik publication kept it more standard, straightforward, and A lot more organized that was
key for studying for boards. I didn't get yourself a chance to utilize the CD that it includes. She is
also simple, and funny, which helped me remember quite a lot of information. I did not make
flash cards on her behalf book since I only experienced most of then one time. I know enough to
learn that she is wrong at least 2-3 questions out of each 100 and at least 1-2 typo typo errors
(where you can tell it is a actual typo no incorrect answer).! I am hoping this review was useful
and you could do it!! the next is certainly better for me. get this This is necessary. I passed first
time!!!! I could vouch for this. Exactly what was on my table exam.s, look at the answers, and so
on. a must to pass the NP I bought both 2nd and 3rd ed.! I also bought the study guide with the
queries which has the same questions as in the publication. so I never use it.5. To me, the AANP
exam seemed kind of intended for the PA & I QUICKLY produced flash cards and did extra
research on any issue that I missed both times or acquired circled as a guess.
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